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A Complete Characterization of the
Linear, Log-Linear, and Semi-Log
Incomplete Demand System Models
Roger H. von Haefen
This study extends LaFrance's (1985,  1986, 1990) previous research by deriving the
necessary parameter restrictions for two additional classes of incomplete demand
system models to be integrable. In contrast to LaFrance's earlier work, this analysis
considers models that treat expenditures and expenditure shares as the dependent
variables  in the specified  incomplete  demand systems. With  environmental
economists increasingly turning to demand system approaches  to value changes in
environmental quality, these new results significantly expand the menu of empirical
specifications which  can be used to fit a given data set. Moreover, the alternative
specifications considered in this study, in combination with LaFrance's original
work, represent a complete characterization  of the linear, log-linear, and semi-log
incomplete  demand system models.
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Introduction
With increasing regularity,  environmental economists are turning to demand system
models to value changes in environmental quality with revealed preference data (e.g.,
Phaneuf; Phaneuf, Kling, and Herriges; Shonkwiler; Englin, Boxall, and Watson;  and
von Haefen  and  Phaneuf).  Relative  to discrete-choice  random  utility maximization
(RUM) approaches (e.g., Train), demand system approaches are appealing because they
fully integrate the extensive commodity selection and intensive derived demand choices
within a coherent and consistent model of consumer behavior.
Within the demand system framework, the incomplete demand system structure, orig-
inally proposed by Epstein and authoritatively analyzed by LaFrance and Hanemann,
is an appealing framework for modeling consumer choice in environmental applications
that focus  on a subset of goods entering consumer preferences.  Without resorting to
restrictive aggregation and/or separability assumptions, the incomplete demand system
structure represents a consistent strategy for modeling the demand for n goods as a
function of n + m prices (m > 1).
Linear, log-linear, and semi-log incomplete demand structures are frequently used
in applied demand analysis. In a series of papers, LaFrance (1985, 1986, 1990) considers
the necessary parameter restrictions for these specifications to be integrable, i.e.,
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consistent with a rational preference ordering. A necessary restriction for integrability
is that the n x n Slutsky matrix must be symmetric in a local neighborhood of observed
prices and income.  As LaFrance  demonstrates, Slutsky symmetry implies relatively
strong restrictions on price and income effects for the eight empirical specifications he
examines.
At present, the stock of incomplete demand  system structures that can be used in
applied  work has  been limited to the eight structures  considered  by LaFrance.  The
current study attempts to expand this relative paucity by examining the integrability
of sixteen additional incomplete demand system models. In contrast to the specifications
considered by LaFrance, these structures treat the individual's  expenditures and
expenditure  shares on the goods of interest as the dependent variables. The necessary
parameter restrictions are derived for the linear, log-linear,  and six variations of the
semi-log expenditure and expenditure share models to have symmetric Slutsky matrices
in a local neighborhood of observed prices and income. When closed-form solutions exist,
the quasi-indirect utility functions for the restricted demand models are also derived.
In combination with LaFrance's original work, the results presented here represent a
complete  characterization  of the linear,  log-linear,  and semi-log incomplete  demand
system models.
Incomplete Demand Systems
Applied researchers are often interested in modeling the demand for a subset of goods
(e.g., recreation sites) entering an individual's preference ordering. To consistently model
consumption for these goods within the demand system framework,  the analyst may
employ one of three sets of assumptions.  One approach assumes the goods of interest
enter consumer preferences through a weakly separable subfunction.  In this case, the
analyst models consumption for the goods of interest conditional on total expenditures
allocated to them. Alternatively, the analyst may assume the other goods' prices vary
proportionately across individuals and/or time. In this situation, the other goods can be
aggregated into a single Hicksian composite good, and the analyst models the demand
for the goods of interest as functions of their prices, total income,  and the composite
good's price index.  A third, and in many ways less restrictive, approach involves the
specification  of a demand  system for the goods  of interest as functions  of their own
prices, total income,  and the other goods' prices which are assumed quasi-fixed. This
final strategy falls under the rubric of incomplete demand system approaches  and has
been systematically investigated by Epstein, and by LaFrance and Hanemann.
The incomplete demand system framework assumes that consumer demand for a set
of n goods can be represented by the following system of Marshallian demand functions:
(1)  xi  = xi(P,,  y, P),  i = 1,  ...  n,
where xi is the Marshallian consumer's demand for good (site) i, p is a vector of prices
for the n goods in (1), q is a vector of prices for m other goods (perhaps other sites) whose
demands are not explicitly specified, y is the consumer's income,  and P  is a vector of
structural parameters.
To avoid confusion  and unnecessary notation,  (1) does not explicitly depend on the
quality attributes of the n + m goods. However, using either the simple repackaging (e.g.,
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Griliches)  or the cross-product repackaging (Willig) frameworks, it is straightforward
to introduce quality in a parsimonious manner consistent with the intuitively appealing
notion of weak complementarity (Maler). Following LaFrance (1985,  1986, 1990), p, q,
and y are all normalized by 7(q),  a homogeneous-of-degree-one  price index for the m
other goods, to ensure the demand equations are homogeneous  of degree zero in prices
and income. Because the analyst models the demand for the n goods in x as functions
of all n + m prices and income, the demand specification in (1)  is incomplete.
In principle, the analyst can generate (1) by either: (a) specifying an indirect utility
function and using Roy's Identity, or (b) specifying a system of incomplete demand
equations directly. With either approach, a significant question for the analyst attempt-
ing to use (1) to generate consistent Hicksian welfare measures for a set of price changes
is whether the system is consistent with a rational individual maximizing her utility
subject to a linear budget constraint. This is the classic integrability problem.
As noted by LaFrance and Hanemann, there are at least three distinct concepts of
integrability in the incomplete demand  system framework. This analysis employs
LaFrance  and Hanemann's  concept of weak integrability.  This concept  implies that
within a local neighborhood of price and income values, there exists a continuous and
increasing preference  ordering which both gives rise to and is quasi-concave in x and z,
where z is defined as total expenditures on the m other goods, i.e., z  =y - i= pixi. Com-
pared to other concepts of integrability in the incomplete demand system framework,
weak integrability represents the minimal set of assumptions allowing the analyst
to construct exact welfare measures for changes in p conditional on quasi-fixed values
of q.
Theorem 2 in LaFrance and Hanemann states that an incomplete demand system is
weakly integrable if the following four conditions are satisfied: (a) x is homogeneous  of
degree zero in all prices and income; (b) x is nonnegative, i.e., x > 0; (c) expenditures on
the n goods  included in the incomplete demand system are strictly less than income,
i.e., S1=lPiX <y; and (d) the Slutsky substitution matrix-i.e., the n x n matrix whose
elements consist of
axi  ax-
S  =  a  +  y-x,  i,j  e ,...,n,
where axilapj and axilay are partial derivatives of the Marshallian demand functions
with respect to price and income, respectively-is symmetric and negative semidefinite.
Symmetry implies that for each pair of goods i,j  1, ..., n, i  j, Sij =Si  , whereas negative
semidefiniteness requires that the eigenvalues of the Slutsky matrix are nonpositive.
The normalization of prices and income by the price index, 7(q), implies the first condi-
tion is satisfied,  and the second and third conditions  are innocuous in many applied
situations and assumed to hold in an open neighborhood of prices and income. Thus, the
necessary conditions for weak integrability which imply added structure for (1) are the
symmetry and negative semidefiniteness of the Slutsky matrix.
In a series of papers, LaFrance derives the necessary parameter restrictions for the
Slutsky matrix to be symmetric for eight incomplete demand system specifications-the
linear model (1985), the log-linear or constant elasticity model (1986), and six alternative
semi-log models (1990). These models or their logarithmic transformations  share a
common linear-in-parameters  structure and are additive in their arguments.
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Table 1.  Incomplete Demand System Models
Model  Demand Specification
n
(xl)  xi = ai(q)  i  +  iYPk  Vi
k=l
n
(x2)  xi =  ai(q) + pikPk +  yi In(y),  Vi
k=l
n
(x3)  xi =  i(q) + A  ,ik  ln(pk) + YiY,  Vi
k=l
(x4)  xi =  ai(q) +  : Pikln(pk) +  yiln(y),  Vi
k=l
Model  Demand Specification
(x5)  xi = a,(q)exp  {  PkPk + yiy ,  Vi
k=l
(x6)  xi =  ai(q)exp {  PikPk Y'yi Vi
(x7)  X  = ai(q){Op:k }exp(Yy),  hVi
k=l
(X8)  Xi  =  o  (q)  {  Pik  pyi  y,  V  i
k=l
Notes: The (xl)  model is considered by LaFrance (1985); the (x2)-(x7) models are considered by LaFrance (1990) and
correspond with his models (m3), (ml), (m2), (m4), (m6), and (m5), respectively; and the (x8) model is examined in
LaFrance (1986).
Table 1 lists the eight demand specifications examined by LaFrance. His results are
extended here by deriving the implications of Slutsky symmetry for two additional classes
of incomplete demand system models. Sixteen additional specifications  are considered
that treat either expenditures  (ei = pxi,  e  >  0), expenditure shares (si =pixily, 0  s, <  1),
or their logarithmic transformations  as the dependent variables.
Since Stone's (1954a, b) pioneering work, it has been common in applied demand
analysis for expenditures, expenditure shares, or their transformations to be specified
as the dependent variables in the estimated system of equations.1 For specification of
incomplete demand systems, however, analysts have eschewed these possibilities to date.
Tables 2 and 3 list the expenditure and expenditure share specifications considered in
this analysis.
In addition to expanding the menu of specifications from which analysts can choose,
these models may be of particular interest to environmental economists for at least two
reasons. Demand system models estimated within the count data framework are becoming
increasingly popular for the analysis of disaggregate consumption data for commodity
groups such as recreation sites. These models require that all consumer demands be
strictly positive values, and thus the (e5)-(e8) (table 2) and (s5)-(s8) (table 3) specifica-
tions are potentially appealing alternatives to the (x5)-(x8) specifications (table 1) which
have been used in the literature.
The results presented here also can be used by analysts wishing to estimate micro-
level dual representations of continuous demand system models (Bockstael, Hanemann,
and Strand). At present, empirical  specification of these models proposed by Lee  and
Pitt, and recently impleented by Phaneuf, only consider complete or weakly separable
demand systems, but these models can also be estimated within the incomplete demand
system framework.  The empirical implementation of the dual models proposed by Lee
and Pitt depends critically on the existence of closed-form solutions for the implied virtual
price functions,  i.e., the prices that would drive the consumer's  demand for the non-
consumed goods to zero (Neary and Roberts). Because LaFrance's (xl)-(x4) specifications
1 Three of the most widely used empirical specifications,  the linear expenditure  system (Klein and Rubin), the indirect
translog (Christensen, Jorgenson,  and Lau), and the almost ideal demand system (Deaton and Muellbauer), treat expendi-
tures or expenditure shares as the system's dependent variables.
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Table 2.  Incomplete Expenditure System Models
Model  Expenditure  Specification
n 71
(el)  ei = ai(q) + E  PikPk +  yiY,  Vi
k=l
n
(e2)  ei =  i (q)  +  Pikpk +  yi In(y),  Vi
k=l
(e3)  ei = ai(q) + i  Pikln(pk) +  ¥iY,  Vi
k=l
n
(e4)  ei =  ai(q) +  P,ikln(pk) + yIln(y),  Vi
k=l
Model Expenditure Specification
(e5)  ei =  ai(q)exp {  Pikpk +  YiY  ,  Vi
k=l
(e6)  ei =  ei(q)exp{t  Pikpk}y  i  Vi
(e7)a  ei = o(q) {IP  ik} exp(yiy),  Vi
(e8)b  e  =  ci (q)  {pPik  yi,  Vi
a Note the equivalence between this specification and (x7) (table 1) if  the following parametric transformations are
made:  p
7 ) = BP
7)+  1,  Vi.
b Note the equivalence between this specification and (x8) (table 1) if  the following parametric transformations  are
made:  p(es)  =  +,(x) i.
Table 3.  Incomplete Expenditure Share System Models
Model  Expenditure  Share Specification
n
(sl)  si = ai(q) +  PikPk +  YiY,  Vi
k=l
n
(s2)  si = i(q) +  PikPk +  yi in(y),  Vi
k=l
(s3)  si =  ai(q) + E  Pikln(p^) + yiY,  Vi
k=l
n
(s4)  si =  ai(q) + E  Pik ln(pk) +  yiln(y),  Vi
k=l
Model  Expenditure  Share Specification
(s5) Si = (Xi(q)exp  f PikPk +  (iy  }  Vi
(s6)a  si = ai(q)exp  E  ik Pk  Yl  Vi
(s7)  si =  ai(q) {PPpk  exp(yiy),  Vi
(s8 )b  Si = ai(q) {p,  ky,  Y  vi
a Note the equivalence between this specification and (e6) (table 2) if the following parametric transformations are
made:  (S6)=  (e6)  1  Vi.
b Note the equivalence between this specification and (e8) (table 2) if the following parametric transformations are
made:  y(S8)  =  ye8)  1, Vi. Note also the equivalence between this specification and (x8) (table 1) if the following para-
metric transformations are made:  y(iS)  =  y(8)  1;  p(8) = ps)  +  1,  Vi.
and the (el)-(e4) and (sl)-(s4) structures allow for corner solutions and have p entering
linearly or log-linearly, they can in principle be inverted to solve for the implied virtual
price functions.
For any pair of goods i,j e i, ..., n; i ￿j,  the Slutsky symmetry restrictions require that
in an open neighborhood of prices and income, the following conditions must hold for the
demand, expenditure,  and expenditure share equations, respectively:
ax.  x.  aOx i Oax i (2)  x  =  xi  +
api  a  y  apj  a
1  ae  ae[  1  Oei  ae (3)  Jp  i 
+ - J  P  --  [  P  +  ej





I  I I
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(4)  -Y  -P.4-  + - si  =  J - -pi+  -^ + ^ysj, PiPj  api  Y  ay  J  PiPj  apj  ay  J
where all derivatives are with respect to the Marshallian demands, expenditures, and
expenditure  shares, respectively.  The specific structure  of these equalities for each of
the specifications included in tables 1, 2, and 3 can be found in the technical appendix
at the end of this article.
In addition to ascertaining the necessary parameter restrictions implied by Slutsky
symmetry, determining whether the restricted demand systems can be linked to closed-
form representations  of preferences  may be  of interest  to applied  researchers.  For
example, virtually every recently proposed method for linking multiple intensive and
extensive margins of consumer choice in a behaviorally  consistent framework (e.g.,
Cameron; Eom and Smith) assumes consumer preferences can be represented by a util-
ity function with a closed-form solution. Without the closed form, these strategies would
not be econometrically viable.
As noted by LaFrance and Hanemann, a difficulty with the incomplete demand system
framework is that one cannot recover the complete structure of preferences with respect
to all n + m goods from an n-good demand system which satisfies the conditions for weak
integrability. However, what Hausman has called the quasi-indirect  utility function can
be recovered by solving a series of partial differential equations. For the demand, expen-
diture, and expenditure  share models,  this can be accomplished  sequentially by first
solving one of the following partial differential equations:
= x,(p, q, E(.), A),
api
alE(p)  = el(p, q, E(),  I),
aln(p 1 )
alnE(O)
1nhE(.)  = sl(p, q, E(.), p),
aln(pl )
where E(-)is the expenditure function evaluated at the baseline utility, U, and good  1 is
chosen arbitrarily with no loss in generality.
In some cases, the techniques of differential calculus can be used to derive closed-form
solutions forE(-) [or lnE(-)] up to a constant of integration, K,(U, pl', q), where p-l is the
price vector for the n - 1 remaining goods in the specified incomplete  demand system.
Because the constant of integration depends on the n - 1 other prices, additional infor-
mation can be recovered about the structure of the expenditure function by sequentially
solving the following differential  equations for i = 2, ..., n:
a/(.)  aKi-l(') +  = xi(p, q, E(-),  ),
api  ap i
+  = ei(p,  q, E(  ),
aln(pi)  aln(p i)
aln/(.)  aKi4(') +  = s(p, q, E(.O),  P),
aln(pi)  aln(pi)
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where K&_  (-) is the constant of integration arising from the evaluation of the first i - 1
partial differential  equations,  and E(.) is the identified  component of the individual's
expenditure function (i.e., that portion of the expenditure function excluding the constant
of integration).
When the analyst has solved all n differential equations, the individual's expenditure
function is identified up to the constant of integration,  K,(  U, q), which is independent
of p.  The constant of integration is a function of the baseline utility as well as the
other m goods' prices, suggesting the analyst cannot identify the full structure of the
expenditure function with respect to all n + m goods from an incomplete demand system.
However, the quasi-indirect utility function can be obtained by treating K(  U, q) as the
quasi-baseline utility and inverting, i.e.:
U = Kn(U, q)  = ((p,  q, y,  ).
LaFrance and Hanemann formally prove that 4(p, q, y, P)  can be used to consistently
evaluate the welfare implications of one or several price changes for the n  goods.
Necessary Parameter Restrictions,
the Structure of the Restricted Demand Systems,
and the Quasi-Indirect Utility Functions
Tables 4, 5, and 6 report all possible combinations of parameter restrictions that satisfy
Slutsky symmetry for the demand, expenditure, and share specifications reported
in tables  1,  2, and 3, respectively. 2 The results in table 4 were reported originally  in
LaFrance (1985,  1986,  1990) and are presented here mainly for completeness.3 For
expositional purposes, these tables employ simplifying notation developed by LaFrance.
Let J, K, and N denote index sets satisfying 0 c J c Kc N  {1, 2, ..., n,  and let ~ denote
set differences,  e.g., N-J  - {i e N; i t J}. Further assume that if J  7  0,  1 eJ,  or if K  0,
1 eK.
The derivation of these results follows the logic laid out in LaFrance (1985,  1986). For
each specification, three mutually exclusive and exhaustive types of income effects for
goods i andj are considered:  (a) no income effects, i.e., y, =  j = 0; (b) both goods having
income effects, i.e.,  y,  0, yj ￿  0; and (c) only one good having income effects, i.e., yi + 0,
yj = 0. For each of these possibilities, the necessary parameter restrictions for Slutsky
symmetry to hold in an open neighborhood of relevant prices and income were derived.
The derivative properties of the Slutsky symmetry conditions were used extensively to
identify these parameter restrictions. Because equations (2), (3), and (4) are assumed
to hold over a range of price and income values, they are identities  which can be
differentiated to generate additional restrictions that may clarify the structure  of the
parameter restrictions.
2 A technical appendix with the derivations for the expenditure and expenditure share parameter restrictions is provided
at the end of this article. The appendix also contains derivations for LaFrance's (x2)-(x7) models, and the interested reader
can consult LaFrance  (1985, 1986) for the derivations of the (xl) and (x8) specifications.
3A review of the results reported in LaFrance (1990) uncovered minor extensions for the (x5) and (x6) specifications as well
as a few typographical errors for the remaining specifications.  The results reported in text table 4 and appendix tables Al
and A4 incorporate these extensions  and correct for the errors.
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Table 4. Slutsky Symmetry Restrictions for Incomplete Demand System Models
(xl)a  la.  pij=ji  i,jeN  2c.  sgn(y)  =sgn(yi)  0,  ieJ
lb.  - =0,ieN  2d.  P=  =0,  i  N-J,jeN
2a.  ai(q)=  ---  ai(q) +  i---  u  ,  i e J 2a.  o(  =Yia(q)+Il  Pl  lii  2e.  yi=0,ieN-J
Y1P  Y1  Yi  J2f.  ai(q)=-pl)/yl>O,  i>  N-J
2b.  Pij=(Yi/1)Plj,  ieJ,  jGN
(x2)  la.  ij =  ji, i,jeN  2a.  ai(q) = (Yi/yl)ai(q),  i  N
lb.  i,=O, i N  2b. ij=(Y/Y)p,  ijeN
2c.  sgn(yi)  =  sgn(y1)  0,  i eN
&  lb.  i 
=  /  0,  ieN
(x3)  la.  P(  = 0,  i,(ejN,  i  ij  2a.  Py j=  , ijeN
x&  Ib.  yi=,ieN  2b.  a(q) =(i/)al(q),  iN
(x4)  2c.  sgn(yi)  =  sgn(yl)  0, i eN
(x5)b
c la.  ai(q) = (ii/Pll)al(q)>  O,  ieJ  ld.  pij =  ieJ,  jeK-J; ieK-J,  jeK, i oj;
lb.  i  y=Y  i  K  ieN-KjeN
lc.  Pij  =P  i,jeJ  le.  yi=O, iN~-K
lf.  ai(q) = -Pi/y>0,  > O i  N-K
(x6)c  la.  ai(q) = (ii/(  q)  l)a  > 0,  i  J  2b.  Yi =Y  , ieK
lb.  yi=yl,  ieN  2c.  Pyj=Pjj,  i,jeJ
lc.  pij = j,  i,jeJ  2d.  pi=0 , ieJ,  jeK-J; ieK-J, jeK, i  j;
ld.  Pij =0, ieJ,  jeN-J; ieN-J jeN, i #j  ieN-K, jeN
2a.  ai(q) =(pii/p,)a(q)>O,  ieJ  2e.  y,= 1 , ieN-K
2f.  ai(q) =  pi > 0,  i eN  K
(x7)
bd  la.  ai(q)=a(q)  + Pii>  , ieJ  le.  Pi=O, ieJ,  jK-J;  ieK-J,  jeK, ij;
+  Pii  ieN-K,jeN, i  j
lb.  Pi=l+Pl,  i,jeJ,  ij  If.  Y=,  ieN-K
lc.  P[ij3=p1j,  iGK, jeN-K  Ig.  pi=-1, ieN-K
ld.  yi=y,  ieK  lh.  ai(q) = -pli/y  >0, i eN-K
(x8)
d la.  ai(q) = a(q) 
1 + 1ii  >0, i eJ  2c.  yO(q)  = Pi > 0,  iEN-K
2d.  y¥0O, ieK
lb.  Pij=lP+j.,  i,jeJ,  i  j  2.  yi=l, icNK
Ic.  Y =Y1, iGN  2f.  PyP, ieK,  eN- K
ld.  Pij=O, ieJ,  jeN-J; ieN-J,  jeN,  i  j  2g.  p,ij=-1, ieNK
i  ieN-K,  jeN, i  j
2b.  Pij =  1 +j,  i,jeJ,  i #j
a LaFrance  (1985)  notes that an additional restriction arising from the negative  semidefiniteness of the  Slutsky matrix
assumption is P,n + ylxl 
< 0 for the J subset.
Note that the N ~  K subset is empty if  Yi  = 0.
TFor the (x5-1) and (x6-2) restricted models, LaFrance (1990) further partitions the K- J subset into one set with Pkk = 0 and
another with pkko 0. Similarly, for the (x6-1) restricted model, LaFrance decomposes the N ~ J subset into one set with Pkk
= 0 and another with Pkk  0.
dFor the (x7-1)  and (x8-2) restricted models, LaFrance (1990) further partitions the K- J subset into one set with Pkk = -1
and another with Pkk 0 -1. Similarly, for the (x8-1) restricted model, LaFrance decomposes the N -J subset into one set with
Pkk =  -1  and another with Pkk  -1.
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Table 5. Slutsky Symmetry Restrictions for Incomplete Expenditure System
Models
(el)  la.  Pij=0, i,jeN, i  j  2h.  yi=0, ieN-K
lb.  yi =  0, ieN  2i.  a,(q) =  0,  i eN-K
2a.  y= 1, ieJ  2j.  Pii= -Pi/Yi> 0,  ieN-K
2b.  Pi,
= O, ie J  3a.  yl=l
2c.  ai(q) =(yi/y)al(q), i  K  3b.  yi =  , i0N, i  1
2d.  yio0,1, ieK-J  3c.  pij=0, i,jeN, i1,  joi,  1
2e.  Pij =yiP/(Y,-1), i  K, jeK-J  3d.  ii = -Pli, ieN, i  1
2f.  Pik =(Yi/j)Pjk, i,jeK, keN, k  i,j  3e.  ai(q)=0, ieN, iol
2g.  ij= 0, ieN-K, jN,  i  j
(e2)  la.  Pi=0, i,jeN, i  j  2a.  Pij=O,  i,jeN
lb.  y,= 0, iN  2b.  ai(q) = (i/Yl)al(q),  ioN
2c.  sgn(y,) = sgn(y1)  O, i eN
(e3)  la.  Pj=Pji,, i,jeN  2d.  y  =0, ieN-J
lb.  y  =°,ioN  2e2e.  ai(q) = 
" - a1(q)  1i  + Pil  eJ
2a.  Pij=(i/Yl)Pij, i,jeJ  Y1  Yi  Yi
2b.  P  =0, i eN-J,  jeN  2f.  ai(q)  -li/y>  0,  ieN-J
2c.  sgn(yi)  0,  i eJ
(e4)  la.  Pi=Pji,  i,jeN  2a.  ai(q) =(yi/y)aA(q), iEN
lb.  i  =O, ieN  2b.  j = (Yiyj/Yl)Pl, i,jeN
2c.  sgn(yi) = sgn(y,) *  O,  i eN
(e5)  la.  pj=0,  i,jeN, i  j
&  lb.  yi=-y,  ieN
(e6)
(e7)a  la.  ai(q)=(Pii/pll)al(q)>O, ieJ  le.  pij=O, ieJ,jeK-J;  ieK-J, jeK, ijj;
lb.  =  , i,jeJ  iN-K,  jeN
lc.  Pj =  Pl,  ieK, jeN-K  lf.  yi=0, ieN-K
ld.  i =  y1, iK  Ig.  ai(q)=-P 1i/y1>0, ieN-K
(e8)  la.  ai(q) =(pii/Pll)al(q)>O,  ieJ  2c.  ai(q) = Pi> 0,  ieN-K
lb.  Pi=POj, ijeJ  2d.  Yi=O, iEK
Ic.  Yi=yl,  ioN  2e.  y  = 1, i  N-K
ld.  Pi=0, ieJ,  jN-J;  ieN-J,  jN,  ioj  2f.  Pi=Pj,i  iK,  jeN-K
2a.  ai(q)=(pii/Pjj)al(q)> 0,  iJ  2g.  pij =O, ieJ,  jeK-J; i  K-J,  jeK, i  j;
2b.  Pj = ji,j  J  iN-K, jeN
a Note that the N  -K  subset is empty if Yi = 0.
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Table 6.  Slutsky  Symmetry Restrictions for Incomplete Expenditure Share
System Models
(sl)  la.  y,= 0,  i  N  2a.  ai(q) = (yi/y)a(q), ieN
lb.  pij  0, ijejN, i~ j  2b.  Pi  =0, i,j  N
2c.  sgn(yi) = sgn(y1) ￿  0, i EN
(s2)  la.  Yi=O, i  N  2g.  P k=(Yi/Yj)Pjk,  i,jK,  kEN,  k  i,j
lb.  ij =  , i,jeN, i  j  2h.  j =  0,  ieN-K, j  N,  i  j
2a.  y  =1, ieJ  2i.  ai(q)=O, ieN-K
2b.  yio0,l,  ieK-J  2j.  Pii = -Pli/Y>0, ieN-K
2c.  yi=O, ieN-K  3a.  yl=1
2d.  ai(q) = (yi/y 1)al(q), i  K  3b.  y  = 0,  i eN, i  1
2e.  Pii=O,  iJ  3c.  Pij=,  i,jeN, il,joi,l
2f.  ij- 
Y i  iK,  j  , ii  j  3d  Pii 
= -Pli, ieN, i  l
Yj-1  3e.  a,(q)=  O,  iN,  il
(s3)  la.  Pij=ji,  i,jeN  2a.  ai(q) = (yi/y 1)a(q), ieN
lb.  Yi=O, i  N  2b.  P  =(YiYI/Y2)Pn,  i,jeN
2c.  sgn(y,) = sgn(yl) o 0,  i eN
(s4)  la.  Pijy=Pji,  i,jeN  2c.  ai(q) = -pli/y>O0,  ieN-J
lb.  yi=0, iN  2d.  ij=0, i,eN-J,  jeN
2a.  ai(q)_  Yi  - il  (q)  iJ  2e.  Y=q,iN-J
Y1 Y  Yi  2f.  sgn(yi)  O, ieJ
2b.  Pi  = (i/Yl)Plj,  i  J, jeN
(s5)  la.  Pij==,  i,j  N,  i  j
&  lb.  yi=y1,ieN
(s6)
(s7)  la.  ai(q)= (ii/pjl)aol(q)>,  i EJ  lc.  i =  y1, ieN
lb.  P
3ij=Pji, i,jeJ  ld.  Pij=O, iEJ, jeN-J; ieN-J, jeN, i  j
(s8)  la.  ai(q) = (Pii/Plj)al(q)> , i  J  2c.  ai(q) = Pi>,  ieN-K
lb.  PY=IjP.,  i,jeJ  2d.  yi= -l,ieK
lc.  i = 1, ieN  2e.  Yi=0, ieN-K
ld.  Pij=0, ieJ,  jN-J;  ieN-J,  jN,  ioj  2f.  Pij=  P,  iK,  jeN-K
2a.  ai(q) = (Pii/Pl)al(q)  >  , i  J  2g.  pj=  O i=eJ, jeK-J; i  K-J jeK, i  j;
2b.  P=ijP=0.,i,j J  ieN-K, jeN
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Theorem 2 in LaFrance and Hanemann  identifies the following two equalities:
-^=-  1,ii  i jkel,...,  n; i  j,
ak  asPk
=  -p  ij,  ,  1...,n; ij.
ay  ay
It  should be noted, however, that these equalities are only a subset of the restrictions
which can be generated by differentiating the Slutsky symmetry identities. In principle,
one can multiply and/or add the same functions of market prices and income  to both
sides of the Slutsky symmetry conditions and still preserve the identity relationship.
These modified Slutsky identities can then be differentiated to generate additional equal-
ities that may help to identify the necessary parameter restrictions. Once the parameter
restrictions were identified for the three distinct income relationships, consistent combin-
ations of the three sets of parameter restrictions were then determined, and the results
are reported in tables 4, 5, and 6.
To help clarify the implications of the parameter restrictions reported in tables 4, 5,
and 6, the structure of the restricted incomplete demand systems is presented in appendix
tables Al, A2, and A3. Not all cross-equation  restrictions  within sets of goods can be
represented in the restricted demand specifications, so these tables should only be inter-
preted as suggestive of  the general structure. Appendix tables A4, A5, and A6 also present
the structure of the quasi-indirect utility functions for all restricted models with closed-
form solutions.  These tables suggest roughly one-half of the restricted models can be
linked to closed-form representation of consumer preferences.
Collectively, the results reported in text tables 4-6 and appendix tables A1-A6 imply
that none of the 24 structures considered in this study allow for both flexible income and
Marshallian  cross-price  effects,  and some  do not allow  for either.  Perhaps  the most
general  specifications are the (s3-1) and (s4-1) models which allow for general  cross-
price effects but restrictively assume all consumer demand equations are homothetic
in income. The overall findings of this analysis suggest that strong, and in many cases
implausible, assumptions about the structure of consumer preferences are required for
analysts employing linear, semi-log, and log-linear incomplete demand system models.
Discussion
This study has extended LaFrance's earlier research by identifying the necessary
parameter restrictions for systems of linear-in-parameters incomplete expenditure and
expenditure share equations to satisfy the integrability condition of Slutsky symmetry.
Although Slutsky symmetry is a necessary condition for the existence of a rational under-
lying preference ordering, it is not sufficient. As noted above, integrability also requires
that the Slutsky matrix must be negative semidefinite, i.e., the matrix's eigenvalues must
be nonpositive over the full range of relevant price and income values for the welfare
scenarios under consideration. Imposing this latter condition is difficult in practice
because the elements of the Slutsky matrix are in general nonlinear functions of prices,
income, and the demand system's structural parameters. As a result, the Slutsky matrix
may only be negative semidefinite over a subregion of the relevant range.
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Existing approaches to imposing curvature restrictions on systems of equations can
be grouped into two broad categories:  (a) those that impose negative semidefiniteness
of the Slutsky matrix at a single point (such as each individual's observed prices and
income, or the sample average of these values); and (b) those that impose negative semi-
definiteness globally over the full range of relevant price and income values through
parameter restrictions  (see Pitt and Millimet,  and Diewert and Wales for discussions
of existing approaches). Although the latter approach is similar in spirit to the strategy
for insuring Slutsky symmetry described in this study, the former suggests a con-
ceptually different strategy. In principle, the analyst could treat the Slutsky symmetry
conditions as binding nonlinear constraints evaluated at the observed market price and
income values when estimating the structural parameters of the demand equations.
Although estimation of a system of equations subject to side constraints can be compu-
tationally  burdensome,  the  approach  has some  precedent  in the  existing literature
(LaFrance 1991) and has both advantages and drawbacks. On the one hand, the results
presented in the previous sections strongly suggest that imposing Slutsky symmetry on
linear-in-parameters  demand, expenditure, and expenditure share systems greatly limits
the analyst's  ability to  allow for flexible  income and Marshallian  cross-price  effects.
Imposing symmetry on the Slutsky matrix at a single point, however, allows the analyst
to incorporate these effects while preserving some degree of theoretical consistency.
On the other hand, economists interested in using the estimated system of equations
to evaluate the welfare implications of nonmarginal price changes may find it troubling
that the model is capable of generating  only approximate Hicksian values. Moreover,
because symmetry of the Slutsky matrix is not preserved  over the entire range of the
relevant price changes, the approximate welfare measures are not independent of the
ordering of the price changes. (For a possible resolution to this problem,  see LaFrance
1991.) Although these factors suggest that imposing Slutsky symmetry at a single point
does not strictly dominate the approach pursued in this analysis, it may be preferable
in some applications.
[Received May 2002; final revision received September 2002.]
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The structure of the restricted incomplete demand systems is presented in auxiliary appendix tables
Al, A2, and A3 below.  Tables A4, A5, and A6 then present the structure of the quasi-indirect  utility
functions for all restricted models with closed-form solutions.
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Table Al.  Restricted Incomplete  Demand System Models
(xl)  1.  xi  = ai(q) +  I PikPk,  i e N
keN
2.  xi=  Yi  a (q) +  - P  + lP  +yly  i eJ
Yi1  Y1  Yi  keN
i = -P1 1/Y 1,  ieN~J
(x2)  1.  xi = ai(q) + E PikPk,  ieN
keN
2.  xi  = - l(q)+  kP  +-  E  Y  Yln
(y ) ieN
Y 1 keN
(x3)  1.  xi = ai(q) + Piiln(pi),  i  N  2.  xi = (yi/yl)(al(q) +  y1y),  i  N
(x4)  1.  xi = ai(q) + Piiln(pi),  i  N  2.  xi = (yi/yl)(al(q) +  y1ln(y)),  i eN
(x5)a  1.  x  =  -ii  cal(q)exp  PkkPk  +  r  PlkPk +  Y1Y  }  i  J
P11  keJ  keN-K
keN-K
xi  =  -PI/Y1,  iN-K
(x6)  1.  xi  =  -al(q)exp  PkkPk t
y
l,  i C J
P11  keJ
xi = ai(q)exp(P,,p,)yY1,  i eN-J
2.  xi  =  _L a,(q)exp  E  PkkPk  +  PlkPk  ie
P11,  keJ  keN-K
xi  ai(q)exp  piiPp  +  E  PlkPk  i G K  J
keN-K
i  =  PiY,  i eN-K
1
+  P  kEJ  keN-K
xi  = as(q)pi"{ fi  pk  exp(Yly),  iK-J
keN-K
xi = -(Pi/Y 1 )Pi1, i  N-K
(x8)  1.  i=  al(q)  1 +  p  {n 
p i - pk  } y'Y,  i eJ
xi =  ai(q)pipiyY,  ieN-J
xi  al(q)p  {+Jn  }  iK-J +  Pi  Np1  ,  II  fl*  i  K  J
kGN-K
xi P13p i y,  ieN-K
aNote that the N-K subset is empty if Y 1 =  0.
I
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Table A2.  Restricted Incomplete  Expenditure System Models
(el)  1.  ei = a(q) + PiiPj,  ieN
2.  ei  al(q) +  E  PikPk +  kP  +y,  iEJ
keK,i*k  keN-K
ei  al(q) + E  pikPk  +  i  E  PlkPk +  YiY,  i  KJ
Y1  kkeK  Y 1 keN-K
e  = -(Pli/Yl)pi,  i  N-K
3.  el = al(q) +  plkPk  +  Y
keN
ei = PilP  - PliPi,  i eN, i  1
(e2)  1.  ei = ai(q) +  iiPi,  i eN
2.  e i = (yi/yl)(al(q) +  ylln(y)),  i  N
(e3)  1.  e i =  ci(q) +  Pikln(pk),  i  EN
keN
2.  ei = - al(q) 
- +
il +  plkln(Pk) +1Y}  ieJ
Y  1 Yi  Yi  keN
e i =  -Pi/Ny,  ieN-J
(e4)  1.  ei = a,(q) +  Pk ln(p),  i eN
keN
2.  e i =  al(q) +  1  Yk ln(Pk) + y¥ln(y),  i eN
Y1  Y 1 keN
(e5)  1.  ei = ai(q)exp(piipi +  y1 Y),  ieN
(e6)  1.  ei = ai(q)exp(pipi)yYl,  i eN
(e7)a  1.  ei= (pii/ll)al(q)I  1 pkPk  1 pkexp(y,  ),  i  J
keJ  keN-K
ei= ai (q)pi{  ken  P  }exp(yly),  i  K-J
(e8)  1.  ei = (Pii/p 1 1)alx(q){Ipkk  }y  ,  ieJ
keJ
ei = ai  (q)pi
t y  ieN-J
2.  e  = (ii/ll)al(q) P  k  } {kNH  Pk  },  i  J
keJ  keN-K
e  jq)=  kcj  n, Pkf}  ieK-J
keN-K
ei =  Pili,  ieN-K
aNote that the N -K  subset is empty if y 1 = 0.
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Table A3.  Restricted Incomplete  Expenditure Share System Models
(sl)  1.  si = ai(q) + PiiPi,  ieN
2.  si = (yi/yl)(al(q) + Y 1Y),  i eN
(s2)  1.  i  =  ai(q) + Piii,  ieN
2.  si = a(q)  +  E  PikPk +  plkPk +  In(y),  ie  J
kcK,i*k  keN-K
Si  =  al(q)  PikP  +  Zi  plkpk + yiln(y),  i cK-J
Y1  keK  Y1  keN-K
i 
= -(Pi/Y 1 )Pi, ieN-K
3.  l = al(q) + E  Pkpk + In()
keN
i = PilP  - PliPi,  i  N,  i  1
(s3)  1.  Si  = ai(q) +  Pikln(p),  i eN
keN
2.  siYi-  al(q) +  ¥  Ykln(Pk)  +Yy  ,  ieN
Yi1  Y 1 keN
(s4)  1.  si = a,(q) + E  Pikn(Pk),  i  N
keN
2.  s  il  - + al(q) +  P, ln(pk) 
+ Y1In(y),  iEJ
Y1  Yi  Yi  keN
S i =  -P 1 i/ 1,  i cN-J
(s5)  1.  si =  ai(q)exp(piipi +  Y 1Y),  i eN
(s6)  1.  si = ai(q)exp(piipi)yY,  i eN
(s7)  1.  si = (Pii/P)ai(q){  pk  exp(yy),
si = ai(q)pPexp(y¥y),  i  N-J
(s8)  1.  si  (Pii/pj)aj(q)  1,  ieJ
si = ai(q)ipiiyYl,  ieN-J
2.  Si  (pii/P)ai(q){HPk  }{  NK  }  ,  i  p  J
keJ  keN-K  J
Si  = ai(q)p  {  k  Pk  y -1,  ieK-J
keN-K
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Table A4.  Quasi-Indirect Utility Functions for Restricted Incomplete  Demand
System Models
Model  Restrictions  Quasi-Indirect Utility Function
(x-l)  &  4(P, q, y)  Y - ak(q)Pk - 1/2  PkjpkPj
(x2-1)  kEN  keN jEN
(xl-2)  {(p,  q,y) = {y  + I  P  lk  k +  al(q) +  Pn/yi  exp t-  YkPk^
I 1  kGN  eJ
(x3-1) &  4(p,  q, y) = y - E  ak(q)pk - E  Pkkpk(ln(pk)  - 1)
(x4-1)  keN  keN
(x3-2)  4(p, q,y) =  y +  exp  -E  YkPk
a 1 (q)  k  ____
(x5-1)  Y  0,  °  (p, q, Y)  Y-  exp  E  PkkPk  S  exp(kk^)-  E  (q)pk
N-K= 0  P 11 keJ  keKJ  Pkk  kcK-J
Pkk'O  Pkk  =
(x5-1)  Y  ¥ 
= 0  (p,  )  q  -xp  exp  E  )P^  e 1(q  E  PkfPk
Y1  keN-K  P  kJ
- E  - exp(Pkkpk)  - - a,(q)p,
keK-J  Pkk  kEK-J
pkkO  Pkk  =0
(x6-1)  Y = 1  4(p, q, y)  = ln(y) - exp  {E Pkkk  - exp(Pkkpk)  -E  k(qPk
P11  keJ  JkeN-J  Pkk  keN-J
Pkk  "  Pkk  =
lyi  a(q)  (  1  ____
(x6-1)  Y 1 1  (p, q, y)  Y  exp  E PkkPk-  E  exp  )-  E  k(q)
1 - Y1  P  keJ  J  keN-J  Pkk  keN-J
Pkk*°  Pkk  =
(x6-2)  4(p, q,  E  ^ ( )  yexp  Pk  -(q  PkkPk  e(Pkk)





(x7-1)  Y1 =0,  4((p  q,  e)  =  - k  P  Pkpk - E  a(q)ln(pk)




_-exp(-yy)  __k  al(q)  1_+Pkk  __k(0) _'pk: (x7-1)  Y1*O  (p, q, y) =  I  - H  Pk  (q)
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Table A4.  Continued
Model  Restrictions  Quasi-Indirect Utility Function
(x8-1)  y1 = 1  ¥(p,  q, y)  = In(y)  - ak((  +Pkk  - - a(q)ln(p^)
1 +  P 11 keJ  keN-J  1+  Pkk  keN-J
Pkk  -I  Pkk= -
(x8-1)  y  -(p,  a  (q)  II 
+ "-  YE  (q)  Pk  - E  ^(q)ln(pk)
1  11+  kp  EJ  keN-J  1 +  Pkk  keN-J
Pfkk-1  Pkk=-I
(x8-2)  4(p,q,Y)Y  n  - (q)ln(p) H  P,qY)  pjqpkk  Y  ak(q)ln(pk)
kEN-K  1+  P 1 1 kJ  kfK-J  1 +  Pkk  kiK-J
Pkk  -1  Pkk
=
-1
Note: The results reported here correct for typographical errors found in LaFrance (1990).
Table A5.  Quasi-Indirect Utility Functions for Restricted Incomplete  Expenditure
System Models
Model  Restrictions  Quasi-Indirect Utility Function
(el-1) &  4(p, q, 
y ) = y - E  (ak(q)ln(pk)  + PkkPk)
(e2-1)  kEN
(e3-1) & 
( (p, qy) =  y  - a  (q)kln(pk)-  1/2  Pln(P)(Pj)
(e4-1)  kEN  kEN jeN
(e7-1)  Y 1= 0,  ((p,  q, y  )  = Y-II  P  - pkk  P  - E  a(q)in(p,)
N-K = 0  P11 keJ  -JkJ  Pkk  keK-J
Pkk°  Pkk=O
-exp(-_  y)_  Pk,  _a 1(q)  _k___X(q)
(e7-1)  Y10  (p,  q, Y)  -exp(  )  II  Pk  _Pk  - (  Pk






(e8-1)  Y 1=1  ( (p, q, y)  = In(y)  - 1E  aP-(q)ln(pk)
P11  keJ  keN-J  Pkk  kEN-J
Pkk*°  Pkk=0
(e8-1)  Y  1  VPqy)  l-y  -,  al(q)  rIpkk  - - k_  a(q)ln(p)
1  -Y 1 P 11 kEJ  keNJ  Pkk  keN-J
PkkOO  Pkk=O
al(q)  P  ak(q)  Pkk (e8-2)  4)(p, q, y)=  y  I  P  -P  q) a - P  - p (82k  aqI  l  Pkk - E  kPkk  _  E  ak(q)ln(Pk)
keN-K  P1 1 keJ  keK-J  Pkk  keK-J
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Table A6. Quasi-Indirect Utility Functions for Restricted Incomplete  Expenditure
Share System Models
Model  Restrictions  Quasi-Indirect Utility Function
(sl-1)  &  4(P,  q, y)  = y  P  pC(  Pq)ep  - Pkk
(s2-1)  kN  keN  J
(s3-1)  $&  4(p, q, y)  = ln(y) - ak(q)ln(p)  - 1/2 E  Pjln(k)ln(p,)
(S4-1)  keN  keN jeN
(s8-1)  = 0  (p, q, y
( )  - n(y)-  pk)
P 11 IEJ  KeN-J  PK  k  eJ-J
(s8-1)  Y10  4(p,  q, y)  Y  x 1 - lp  n  k  - E  (  p-  - E  a(q)ln(p )
Y1 Pn  keJ  keN-J  Pkk  keN-J
Pkk*0  Pkk=0
(s8-2)  4 (p, qy)0=y  al  (q)  Ip  P  q  P  E  Pkk  (q)ln(p
Y71  Pll  kEJ  keN-J  Pkk  keN-J
Pkk
0 3
kk  =  0
(s8-2)  (p, q, y)  = y  f  -p  k _al(q)  PkA_  ak(q)  Pkk  ak(q)b(pk)
keN-K  P11  keJ  keK-J  Pkk  keK-J
Pkko  Pkk  =O
Derivation of the Parameter Restrictions for the Twenty-Four Models
This appendix section derives the necessary parameter restrictions for Slutsky symmetry to hold in an
open neighborhood around observed prices and income. The approach employed is similar to LaFrance
(1985, 1986). For each of  the 24 models, three mutually exclusive and exhaustive cases with alternative
income effects for goods i andj (i  j) are considered: (a) no income effects,  i.e.,  Yi = yj = 0; (b) both goods
having income effects, i.e.,  Yi  ￿  0, yj  ￿  0; and (c) only one good having income effects, i.e.,  yi  0, yj = 0.
For each of these possibilities, the necessary parameter  restrictions  for Slutsky symmetry to hold
regardless of prices and income were derived. Restrictions  implied by the derivative properties of the
Slutsky summetry conditions were used extensively for this task. Once the parameter restrictions were
identified for the three distinct income relationships, consistent combinations of the three sets of
parameter restrictions were then determined. Tables A7, A8, and A9 summarize the conditions for
Slutsky symmetry to hold.
Table A7.  Slutsky Symmetry Conditions for Incomplete Demand System Models
(xl)  pJi +  yjxi  = pii +  x,  i,j  (x5)  Pjixj +  yjxixj  =  pijxi  +  y¥xixj,  V i,j
(x2)  Pji  +  yX  = p  i+  i  X,  Vi,j  (x6)  Pjix, +  -ix  = ijxi+ yxixjV i,j
r  y  r  y  y
(x3)  pi  +yxi,=  p  +y  Vij  (x7)  .'  +IY-  =  Ix  - x Y  V i,j
(x4)  -Y~~~~~~~~~~+X  i  xixj  xi + i  xiXj, V  ij
Pi  Pi  Pi  Pi
(x4)  =  V ij  (x8)  P-Lxi + YXxixi  x  +  +XiXj,  Vi,j
Pi  Y  Pj  Y  Pi  J  p  y y  P  Y
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Table A8.  Slutsky Symmetry Conditions for Incomplete Expenditure System Models
(el)  {pjipiyjeI}  {ip+yj,  Vij
PiPj  PiPj
(e3)  1 PjiP  y  i i e  Vij
(e5)  p  p  sj  +  .y,).  (iPj=  p--,  {  [  ijei 
+ i  ej  }  '  i,  j PiPj  PiPj
(e4)  k{pI3+2jJe}  {  - i{l+yej},  Vij Pipj I  Pi  Pi?, I  y  J
(e5)  p  {iej 
+jeej  = Pi  { ipjei+  yieiej  V  i,  j
PiPj  Pi  Pj
(e)i  Yj  1  ej + Yi  ejej ,
(e8)  P1{  P  jiej}  =1  {iei+  eiej},  Vi,j
pi 
j iej + PiPj
(e8)  !{PiP;  i  ej +2!i  e-e4 Vi*j
Table A9.  Slutsky Symmetry Conditions for Incomplete Expenditure Share System
Models
(sl)  pp  {p.pi+(s 1 +yjy)si} =  Y  {p 1pj+(si+yiy)s 1},  Vi,j
(s2)  Y  p  {iPi +  (sY  +  Yj)si}  =  Y {pijPj  +  (si +  yiY)s},  vi,j
pipj  Pip 1
(s3)  pp{p+(s'  +Y^)s}  =  -Y  { {P,  +(s +  Yy)s 1},  V  i,j
(s6)  Y  {pipij  +  (Sj +  Yj)sj  Y  fpip P  1 +  (Si +  is,  ,j
PiPj  PiPj
PiPj  PiPj
(s4)  Y  -{pjip+  (sj+  Yj)s i }  Y  p-ij+  (i+Sy)sj},  vi,j
Pipj  PiPj
(s7)  Y  {p.ji+psj+(1 +  yjy)sis}  =  Y  {Pijpjs i +(+  yiy)sisj},  vi,j
PiPj  PiPj
(s6)  Y  { {3jipis +(l+  <  sj+s i} 
Y {  ~ij 
+
<$ 
+ i)$j  '  i,j
PiPj  pipj
(s7)  Y  ijpi  '{+<1  + (1+YiY)siSj},  Vi,j Y {Djpisp  +< 1  +  pjy)spsj  1 =
(s8)  Y-- Pjj+(l+y)ss}=  {jsi+(lY  +y)sisj},  Vi,j
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The Twenty-Four Models
1.  The (xl) Model
Consider the (xl) unrestricted model specification:
(xl)  xi = ai(q)  +  PA  i,  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  j) are:
(xl-1)  Pji +  rjXi = Pij +  Yi
Refer to LaFrance (1985) for the derivation of the necessary parameter  restrictions.
2.  The (x2) Model
Consider the (x2) unrestricted model specification:
(x2)  xi = aX(q)  +  Pikpk  + yiln(y),  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions  for goods i andj (i  j) are:
(x2-1)  pji +Xi  =  +Yi
Y  Y
The derivative  of (x2-1) with respect to Pk, k  = 1, ...,N, implies the following restriction:
(x2-2)  j  Pik =Yi Pjk
The derivative of (x2-1) with respect to y implies the following restriction:
(x2-3)  yjx i =  yixj.
CASE L.  Y =  yj = 0
*  Expression (x2-1) implies:
(x2-4)  Pji =  Pij.
CASE I.  Yi  * 0;  Yj,  0
*  Expression (x2-2) implies:
(x2-5)  Pjk = (Yjl/Yi)Pik,  k.
*  Expressions (x2-3) and (x2-5) together imply:
(x2-6)  aj(q) = (Yj/yi)a,(q).
*  Plugging (x2-5) and (x2-6) into (x2-1) and simplifying implies:
(x2-7)  pi  =  ji.
· One can combine (x2-5) and (x2-7) as:
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(x2-8)  P  = (YiYj/Y)Pk,  Vk.
*  Expressions  (x2-6) and (x2-8) jointly imply that:
(x2-9)  sgn(yi)  = sgn(yj)  0.
*  Thus, (x2-6), (x2-8), and (x2-9) are the necessary parameter restrictions.
CASE III.  Yi  0; yj = 0
*  Expression  (x2-3) implies this case is only possible if Yi  = 0,  a contradiction.
3.  The (x3) Model
Consider the (x3) unrestricted model specification:
n
(x3)  xi  =  ai(q) +  Pikln(pk) + yiy,  Vi.
k=1
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  ￿ j) are:
(x3-1)  p+  Y  i =  +  Yixj.
Pi  Pj
The derivative of (x3-1) with respect to pj implies:
(x3-2)  PYij(Y  +  1/p)  = YiPi'
CASEL.  Yi  = Y  =
*  Expressions  (x3-1) and (x3-2) are only satisfied if:
(x3-3)  Pij = ji = 0.
CASE II.  Yi  t  0;  Yj  # 0
*  Expression  (x3-2) holds in general only if:
(x3-4)  Pik  = Pjk  = 0  Vk.
*  Expressions  (x3-4) and (x3-1) imply:
(x3-5)  aj(q)  = (yj/y,)a,(q)
which further implies:
(x3-6)  sgn(y.)  = sgn(y;)  (
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  xi = ai(q) + EP  ikPk,  i eN
keN
2.  xi =  (- (q) + - E  YkPk  + ylln(y) ,  i EN
Y1  Y1  kEN
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CASE III. Yi  O;  j =  O
*  Expression (x3-2) implies the restriction in (x3-4), which with (x3-1) implies yi = 0, a contradiction.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  xi  = a,(q) + Piiln(pi), i  N
2.  xi  = (yi/yl)(al(q) + Y 1Y),  i  N
4.  The (x4) Model
Consider the (x4) unrestricted model specification:
(x4)  xi = a(q) +  , Pik ln(pk)  + yln(y),  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions  for goods i andj (i  ￿  j) are:
(x4-1)  i+  +  ¥  YiX.
Pi  Y  Pj  Y
The derivative of (x4-1) with respect to y implies:
(x4-2)  Yjxi  = Yij.
CASEI  Yi  =  Yj = 0
*  Expression (x4-l) is satisfied only if:
(x4-3)  pR.  = Pji = 0.
CASEII.  Yi  9 0;  Yj  L  0
*  Plugging xj = (y/yi)xi from (x4-2) into (x4-1) implies (x4-3). Expressions (x4-3) and (x4-2), alongwith
the structure of(x4), imply the following three restrictions:
(x4-4)  Pik = Pjk = 0,  Vk,
(x4-5)  a(q) = (j/yi)ai(q),
(x4-6)  sgn(yi)  = sgn(yj)  + 0.
CASE III. Li  0;  yj = 0
*  Expression (x4-2) implies yi = 0, a contradiction.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  xi = ai(q) + Piiln(p), i eN
2.  xi = (yi/yl)(al(q)  +  ylln(y)),  i  N
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5.  The (x5) Model
Consider the (x5) unrestricted model specification:
(x5)  xi = a  i(q)exp  ftikPk +  Y
k=i
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions  for goods i andj (i  ￿  j) are:
(x5-1)  PjiXj + YjxiX j = Piji + YiXiXj.
The derivative of (x5-1) with respect to y implies:
(x5-2)  Yii=  YjS
The derivative of (x5-1) with respect to P,  k = 1, ...,N, implies:
(x5-3)  Pik(Sij - jXiX j) = Pjk(Sji - YiXiXj).
CASE L  Yi  = Yj 
= °
*  Expression (x5-1) implies  Pjfixj = Ptjxi,which is satisfied only if:
(x5-4)  = pi  = 0,
or
(x5-5)  Pik  Pjk  =  pI,  V k
(x5-6)  ai(q)  = (Pi//)aj(q) > 0.
CASEIL  y1  Y  0;  yj  0
*  Expression (x5-2) implies yi = yj, and this case collapses into Case I above.
CASE III.  yi  t  0;  Yj = 0
*  Expression  (x5-2) implies SU = 0;  (x5-1) implies that:
(x5-7)  Xj  = -PF/Yi.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  xi= - al(q)exp {  PkkPk + Z  PlkPk +Y1Y},  i  J
P 11 keJ  keN-K
xi= ai(q)exp{PiiPi+  KN  Ppk +  Yl),  i eK-J
keN-K
xi = -Pli/Yl,  i eN-K
(Note that the subset N-K is empty if y 1 = 0.)
...
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6.  The (x6) Model
Consider the (x6) unrestricted model specification:
n
(x6)  i  = ai(q)exp{ E  PikPk  YYi  Vi
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  ￿ j)  are:
(x6-1)  Yj+  -x  X  YiX . (jixj +  Xii , = P  ijxi +  i.
The derivative  of (x6-1) with respect to y implies:
(x6-2)  Yi(sj - xi Xj/y)  = Yj(Sji  - xi Xj/y).
CASEI.  Yi  Y = 0
*  Expression (x6-1) simplifies to  ji xj = Pixi.  As with the (x5) model, this condition is satisfied only if:
(x6-3)  Pi  = Pji = 0,
or
(x6-4)  Pik =  Pjk 
= Pkk,  k,
(x6-5)  a,(q) = (pii/P)aj(q) > 0.
CASE IL  Yi  + 0;  Yj + 0
*  Expression (x6-2) implies  yi = Yj  or Sij =  Sji =  xixj/y; however, the latter condition is only satisfied if
Yi  = yj 
= 1, and Pj  = Pji  = 0. Thus, the following condition must hold:
(x6-6)  Yi  = Yj-
*  Expression (x6-6) implies Pjixj = Pjxi, and thus either the conditions in (x6-3) or (x6-4) and (x6-5)
must be satisfied.
CASEIIL  Yi  0;  j = 0
*  Expression (x6-2) implies that Si  =  xixj/y, which when plugged back into (x6-1) implies:
(x6-7)  xi = PjiY.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  xi  =  ii acl(q)exp {  Pkkpk  Yi,  i E J
Pll  keJ
i = ai(q)exp(pipi)y
Y l,  i eN-J
2.  xi
= al(qexp  pPkkPk  plPk
Pil  keJ  keN-K
xi =  i(q)exppiiPi +  ,E  lkPk  iP K-J
keN-K
Xi =  pliy,  ieN-K
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7.  The (x7) Model
Consider the (x7) unrestricted model specification:
(x7)  x  =  )  {  plp() exp(yiy),  Vi.
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  ￿  j) are:
P  - P..
(x7-1)  -J  + y.X  =  yix
pi  J  P1
The derivative of  (x7-1) with respect to y implies:
(x7-2)  jSij  YiSji .
The derivative of (x7-1) with respect to pk, k  #  i, j, implies:
(x7-3)  Pjk(Sji -YiXixj)  = Pik(Si  - Yjxixj).
CASE I.  Y = Yj  = 0
*  Expression (x7-1) simplifies to PjiPjXj i =  Pjpixi,  which is satisfied if:
(x7-4)  P[ = Pi  = 0.
*  It can also be shown that (x7-1) is satisfied if:
(x7-5)  Pkl = 1  +  Plz,  k =i,j;  =i,j; k  l,
(x7-6)  Pjk =Pik,  Vk;  k  i,j,
(x7-7)  {  (q) =  Sii  a(q)> 0.
CASE IL.  i  0;  yj  0
*  Expression (x7-2) implies that Yi = yj, and with this restriction the case collapses into Case I above.
CASE II.  Yi  ￿  0;  j = 0
*  Expression  (x7-2) implies sji =  0, which is satisfied only if:
(x7-8)  xj  = -(Pij/i)/pj.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  xi  =  c




xi= ai(q)piifi  n  }exp(Yy),  ieK-J
keN-K
xi = -(Pi/Y 1)pi-1, i eN-K
(Note that the N-K set must be empty if Yi  =  0.)
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8.  The (x8) Model
Consider the (x8) unrestricted model specification:
(x8)  x-  ai(q)  {pik  YYi  i.
k=1
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  j)  are:
(x8-1)  ji  + Y  =  - Xi + yXiX j .
pi  y  j  yj  Y
See LaFrance (1986) for the derivation of the necessary parameter restrictions.
9.  The (el) Model
Consider the (el) unrestricted model specification:
n
(el)  ei = ai(q) + E  PikPk +  4iY,  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i and j (i  j)  are:
(el-i)  1  {PjiPi +  yjei}=  1  {i  +  yie}.
PiPij  pipj
The derivative of (el-l) with respect to pi implies:
(el-2)  Pji(i - 1) = YjPii
The derivative of (el-l) with respect to Pk,  k , i, j,  implies:
(el-3)  YjPik  =YiPjk ¥i~i  i~
CASE  I  = Yj  =
*  Expressions (el-l) and (el-2) imply:
(el-4) Pij =  ji  =0.
CASE I.  y  0; yj  0
*  Expression (el-3) implies:
(el-5)  Pik = (Yi/Yj)Pjk,  Vk;  k  i,j.
*  For (el-2) to hold, it must be the case that:
(el-6)  Dii = 0  if  Yi  = 1,
(el-7)  Pi = -pi  if  Yi * 1.
Yi  1
Thus, (el-5), (el-6), and (el-7) are the necessary parameter restrictions.
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CASE  III.  y O; yj =
*  Expression (el-1) simplifies  to ej = -(Pij/Yi)Pj +  (Pji/Yi)Pi. Two possibilities  are implied by this
structure:
(el-8)  Yi  = 1 and p  = - ij  ej = -ijpj  +  PiPpi,
(el-9)  Yi￿  1 and  Pji = 0  =  e  = -(PijY/i)pj.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  e  = ai(q) +  iiPi, iN
2.  ei=al(q) +  E  PikPk +  PlkPk 
+ i e J
keK, ik  keN-K
ei =  al(q) + E  Pikpk  +i  PkPk  + YiY  iEK-J
Y1  keK  Y1 keN-K
ei = -(Pli/Y)Pi,  i eN-K
3.  el = al(q) +  PlkPk +Y
keN
ei = PilPl - PliPi, i  N, i  il
10.  The (e2) Model
Consider the (e2) unrestricted model specification:
n
(e2)  ei = ai(q) +  Pikpk + yiln(y),  V i.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i and j (i  j)  are:
(e2-1)  P{  Pi +  }Y  p-  {Pj +  ie
PiPA  Y  Pipj [  y  }
The derivative of (e2-1) with respect to pj implies:
(e2-2)  Yj[ijY  =  ij + Yijlj/Y ·
The derivative  of (e2-1) with respect to Pk, k  ￿  i, j, implies:
(e2-3)  YjPik  = YiPjk
·
CASE L  y  =  j = 0
*  Expression (e2-2) implies:
(e2-4)  Pi  = Pji = 0.
CASE II.  Yi  0;  Yj  0
*  Expression  (e2-2) implies (e2-4) must hold. Expressions (e2-1), (e2-2), and (e2-4) imply:
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(e2-5)  ca(q)  = (yi/Yj)aj(q),
(e2-6)  Pik  =  Pjk = 0,  V  k,
(e2-7)  sgn(yi)  = sgn(yj)  i  0.
CASEIII.  y i0;  y  =0
*  Expression (e2-1) implies ei =  (Y/Yj)(PijPj - jiPi), which is inconsistent with the structure of the (e2)
model.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  ei = ai(q) + PiiPi, i e N
2.  ei = (yi/yl)(al(q) + y1ln(y)),  i e N
11.  The (e3) Model
Consider the (e3) unrestricted model specification:
(e3)  ei = ai(q) + E  Pikln(pk) + yiY,  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i and j  (i ￿  j)  are:
(e3-1)  {p1  {.  + yje}  - {1  ,.  j+  ye{j}.
PiPj  PiPj
The derivative of(e3-1) with respect to Ph, k  =  1, ...,N, implies:
(e3-2)  Yjik=  Yik,  Vi,j,k.
CASEL  yi=yj=O
*  Expression (e3-1) implies:
(e3-3)  P^ =  i.
CASEII.  yIL  0;  Yj  O  0
*  Expression  (e3-2) implies:
(e3-4)  Pik =i j ,  V k.
Yj
*  Plugging (e3-4) back into (e3-1) implies the following restriction:
(e3-5)  Pji - pj + yjai(q) - yj(q) = 0.
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CASE  III.  i  0;  j = 0
*  Expression (e3-1) simplifies to ej = Pji/Yi - pij/y. To be consistent with (e3), it must be the case that:
(e3-6)  Pjk = 0,  Vk,
(e3-7)  aj(q) = -Pj/i > 0.
12.  The (e4) Model
Consider the (e4) unrestricted model specification:
n
(e4)  e i = a,(q) +  Pikln(pk) + yln(y),  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  j) are:
(e4-1)  ij1  Pji + Yje  e=  1 i.+  iej}
PiPj  Y  = P-  j  I  Y  eJ
The derivative of (e4-1) with respect to y implies:
(e4-2)  yiej = Yje.
The derivative of (e4-1) with respect to Pk,  k  =  1, ...,N, implies:
(e4-3)  YjPik  = YiPjk,  Vk.
CASE I.  = j =  O
*  Expression (e4-1) implies:
(e4-4)  Pji = P.
CASE II.  Yi  0;  Yj  0
*  Plugging  (e4-2) into (e4-1) and simplifying implies (e4-4).  Expressions (e4-4) and (e4-3) together
imply:
(e4-5)  Pi  =  V  [kk,  Vk,
Yk
(e4-6)  sgn(yi)  = sgn(yj)  # 0.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  ei = ai(q) +  Pkln(pk),  i  N
kEN
2.  ei  = Yi  al(q) - P"  +  + E Piln(pk) + YlY} ,  iJ
Yii  Yi  Yi  keN
e i = -P,/y 1,  i  N-J
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*  Plugging (e4-5) back into (e4-2) then implies:
(e4-7)  ai(q) =  aj(q).
yj
CASE III  Yi  ¢ 0;  yj = 0
*  Expression  (e4-2) implies this case is not possible.
13.  The (e5)  Model
Consider the (e5) unrestricted model specification:
(e5)  ei  = a(q)exp  PikPk  + iY},  Vi.
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i +  j)  are:
(e5-1)  p {jipie j + yjeej}  - {1  ijpjei +  yieiej}.
The derivative of (e5-1) with respect to y implies:
(e5-2)  Y3Sii  = YiSij.
CASE L.  Y  = Y = 0
*  Expression (e5-1) simplifies to  ipie =  Pijpjei, which is not in general satisfied unless:
(e5-3)  pij = ji = 0.
CASEII.  i O  0;  yj  0
*  Expression  (e5-2) implies:
(e5-4)  Yi  = Y-
*  Expression  (e5-4) implies that (e5-1) simplifies  to  ipiej = ijpje,  and thus (e5-3) must also be
satisfied.
CASE III.  y  #O ; yj =
*  Expression (e5-2) implies this case is not possible.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  ei = ai(q)exp(pii  +  y1y),  i  N
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  ei = ac(q) +  Pikln(pk),  ieN
keN
2.  ei = - al(q) +  N  Ykln(pk)  + Yln(y ) ,  ieN
Yi  Yj  keN
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14.  The (e6) Model
Consider the (e6) unrestricted model specification:
(e6)  ei = ai(q)expi  PikPk  y'i,  Vi.
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i and j (i V j)  are:
(e6-1)  Pjpe  -ee  1  P  Ppe  +  eee  =  1  +
Pi  P - Y  Pi  P  Y
The derivative  of(e6-1) with respect to y implies:
-p  e  ¥i (-  e  1
PjPi  Y  P/PiY
(e6-2)  YTjSi-  =Y  e--  _  Ji
CASEL.  Y  = Yj  =
*  Expression (e6-1) simplifies to  pjipiej  = pijpje, which is not in general satisfied unless:
(e6-3)  Pji  = pij-
CASE IL.  i  o  0;  Yj  0
*  Expression (e6-1) is not in general satisfied unless (e6-3) and the following condition are satisfied:
(e6-4)  Yi  = Yj-
CASE III.  Y  0;  yj  =  0
*  Expression  (e6-2)  implies Sij=ejei/(pjpiy).This restriction,  along with  (e6-1), implies ei = Pjiiy,
which is inconsistent with the structure of the (e6) model.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  e i = ai(q)exp(piipi)y Yl,  i  N
15.  The (e7) Model
Consider the (e7) unrestricted model specification:
(e7)  ei = ai(q){fIp}exp(Tiy),  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i +  j)  are:
(e7-1)  - {pjiej + Yjeej}  =-  j  I  e  +  Yieiej}.
pipj  pipj
This model is observationally equivalent to the (x7) model up to a parametric transformation. See the
(x7) model section for the derivation of the necessary parameter restrictions.
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16.  The (e8)  Model
Consider the (e8) unrestricted model specification:
(e8)  ei = ai(q) {fpiPk }yYi  Vi.
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods  i andj (i ￿  j)  are:
(e8-1i)  P{Pjiej  + y  e  }  {p  ije- + Yee
This model is observationally equivalent to the (x8) model up to a parametric transformation.  See
LaFrance (1986) for the derivation of the necessary parameter restrictions.
17.  The (sl) Model
Consider the (sl)  unrestricted model specification:
n
(sl)  si = ai(q) +  PikPk +  YiY,  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i +  j) are:
(sl-1)  Y  { jiPi +  (sj +  Yjy)s}  =  ppi  {jPy+  +  y)S}
pip  (  pipijj PiPj  PiPj
CASE L  Yi  = yj = 0
*  Expression (sl-1) simplifies in this case to  iPi = PijP, which is satisfied only if:
(sl-2)  =  = 0.
CASEII.  y  0;  Yj  0
*  Expression (sl-1) simplifies to PjiPi + Yjysi =  PiPj  +  yiysj which, when differentiated with respect to
y, implies yjsi = yisj, and when differentiated with respect to pi implies  Pji(1 - yiy) = -Y¥YPii.  These
two conditions  hold in general only if:
(sl-3)  Pik =  pjk = 0,  Vk,
(sl-4)  a,(q) = (,/yj)aj(q),
(sl-5)  sgn(yi)  = sgn(yj)  0.
CASE II.  y  0;  j = 0
*  Expression (sl-1) in this case  simplifies  to sj= (PjiPi - uijpp)/(yiy),which  is inconsistent with the
structure of (sl).
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  si = ai(q) + Piii, i eN
2.  si = (yi/Y 1)(a 1(q)  + Y 1y),  i  N
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18.  The (s2) Model
Consider the (s2) unrestricted model specification:
n
(s2)  si = ai(q) + E  PikPk +  yiln(y),  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i : j)  are:
(s2-1)  LY {PPp+ (s.  + Yj)sij =  pp  {PijPj +(si + Y)s}.
PiPj  pip-j
CASEL  i = yj=
*  Expression  (s2-1) simplifies in this case to PjiPi =  P3Pj, which is satisfied only if:
(s2-2)  ij = Pji = 0.
CASE  I.  yi  0;  Yj  0
*  Expression  (s2-1)  simplifies  to  PjiPi +  Yjs i =  Pp j +  yisj, whose  derivative  with  respect  to Pi  is
Pji(Yi - 1)  = YjPii, and whose derivative with respect to Pk, k t  i,j, is  YjP ik= YiP  jk. For these conditions
to hold in general, either:
(s2-3)  Yi  1,
(s2-4)  P  = 0,
(s2-5)  Pik= Pk/Yj  Vk;  k  i,j,
or
(s2-6)  Yi  1,
yj Pii (s2-7)  Pji
Yi-1
(s2-8)  Pik 
= (Yi/Yj)Pjk,  Vk,  k +  ij.
CASE III.  yi  0;y j =0
*  Expression (s2-1) in this case simplifies  to sj =  (jip i - Piipj)/yi. To be consistent with (s2), this con-
dition requires that either:
(s2-9)  Y=  1,
or
(s2-10)  Pji =0,
(s2-11)  pJ = -Pij/Y  > 0.
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19.  The (s3) Model
Consider the (s3) unrestricted model specification:
n
(s3)  Si = ai(q) +  Pikln(pk) + YiY,  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  j)  are:
(s3-1)  -Y  { j+  (sj + YjY)s i =  {P  +  (i  + YiY)S}.
pipj  PiPi
CASEL.  Yi  = Yj=
*  Expression (s3-1) implies:
(s3-2)  pU=pji
CASE II . yi  0;  j  0
*  The derivative of(s3-1) with respect to Pk, k = 1,...,N,  implies:
(s3-3)  Pik  =  P
Yj
*  Plugging (s3-3) into (s3-1) implies:
(s3-4)  c (q) =  -a(q),
Yj
(s3-5)  p  =  p
*  Expressions  (s3-3) and (s3-5) can be combined as follows:
(s3-6)  P  Yij  =  Vk.
*  Thus, (s3-4) and (s3-6) are the necessary restrictions for this case.
CASE  III.  Yi  0; yj = 0
*  Expression (s3-1) simplifies to sj =  (ji  - pij)/(i  y), which is inconsistent with the structure of the (s3)
model.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  si = ai(q) +  iiPi,, i e N
2.  si=al(q) +  :  PikPk +  PlkPk  +ln(y),  i  J
keK,itk  keN-K
i  = -al(q)  +  p  PikPk +  -
i i PkPk +  yln(y),  i e K-J
Y1  keK  Y1 keN-K
Si =  -(Pli/Y 1)Pi, ieN-K
3.  Si = al(q) +  ? PlkPk + ln(y)
keN
Si  =  PilP  - liPi,  i  N,  i  1
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20.  The (s4)  Model
Consider the (s4) unrestricted model specification:
n
(s4)  Si = ai(q) + X  Pikln(pk)  + yiln(y),  Vi.
k=l
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions  for goods i andj (i ￿  j) are:
(s4-1)  Y  {Pji +  (sj + yj)si}  =  y {p ij  +(+  Yi)s}.
PiPj  PiPj
CASEL.  Yi=yj=0
*  Expression (s4-1) implies:
(s4-2)  Pij = Pji
CASE I.  Yi  0;Yji  0
*  The derivative of (s4-1) with respect to Pk, k = 1, ...,N, implies:
(s4-3)  Pik =-  Y  jk,  Vk.
*  Plugging (s4-3) into (s4-1) implies:
(s4-4)  a,(q) = i  a(q)-  ji  +  -i}.
Y Ij  Yi  Yi
CASE III.  Yi  : ;  yj = 0
*  Expression (s4-1) simplifies to sj = ([ji - Pi)/yi, but the structure of (s4) requires that:
(s4-5)  Pi = 0.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  si = ai(q) + E  Pikln(pk),  i  N
keN
2.  si = Y  al(q) +-E  Yln( p k) + Yy  ,  iN  E
Yi  [  Yi  tYjc  ken
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.  si = ai(q) + E  Pikln(Pk),  i eN
keN
2.  i . si--  +  - al(q) + L  Piln(pk)  +ylln(y),  ieJ
Y1  Yi  Yi  keN
si = -Piilyi, i  N-J
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21.  The (s5)  Model
Consider the (s5) unrestricted model specification:
(s5)  si  = a(q)exp  PikPk  +  i  i.
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i ￿  j) are:
(s5-1)  Y  {pjipis  +  (1 + Yjy)s}  =  y  {ppj  (  + YiY)ss}.
pipj  pipi
The derivative of (s5-1) with respect to y implies:
(s5-2)  (1/y +  j)Sji = (1/y  +  y,)S,.
CASEL.i = Yj =
*  Expression  (s5-1) simplifies to Pipisj  = ppjsi, which holds in general only if:
(s5-3)  =  =  .
CASE IL  Yi :  0;  yj  0
*  Expressions (s5-1) and (s5-2) imply that:
(s5-4)  Yi  = Yj
*  Given (s5-4), expression (s5-1) simplifies to Pipisj  =  ipjsi.  As a result, (s5-3) must also hold.
CASEIII.  Y,  0;j  = 0
*  Expression (s5-2) requires that yi = 0, a contradiction.
The restricted model  specification takes the following form:
1.  si = ai(q)exp(Piipi +  Y1Y),  i e N
22.  The (s6) Model
Consider the (s6) unrestricted model specification:
si  =  S  i(q)exp  }
i
i. (s6)  S  c=a(q)expj  E  ikPk 1Y  Vi-
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i  j)  are:
(s6-1)  Y  {iPisi  +  (1  + yj)sis}  i=  Y  {pjsi  +  (1  + Yi)Sii}
PiPj  PiPj
This model is observationally  equivalent to the (e6) model up to a parametric transformation.  See the
(e6) model section for the derivation of the necessary parameter restrictions.
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23.  The (s7) Model
Consider the (s7) unrestricted model specification:
(s7)  = ai(q){FPk  }exp(yiy),  Vi.
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i f j)  are:
(s7-1)  {pjisj, +(1  + yy)sis}  =  p  {pijsi +(1 + Yiyss,}.
PiPj  pipi
The derivative of (s7-1) with respect toy implies:
(s7-2)  (1/y  + Yj)Sji  = (1/y +  Yi)S i.
CASE L.  Yi  =  j  = 0
*  Expression  (s7-1) simplifies to Pisj = Pjsi,which in general holds either if:
(s7-3)  PU  =  j  = 0,
or
(s7-4)  Pjk  =Pik  V k,
(s7-5)  ai(q) =  aq)  > 0.
CASEII  . YiL 0;  Yj  0
*  Expression (s7-2) implies:
(s7-6)  Yi  =  Yj-
*  With (s7-6), expression (s7-1) simplifies to  Pjisj  = Pjsi,  which implies either (s7-3) or (s7-4) and (s7-5)
must also hold.
CASE III.  yi :  0; yj = 0
*  Expression  (s7-2) implies  yi = 0, a contradiction.
The restricted model specification takes the following form:
1.si  = (pi/ 1 )a(q)  {pk  exp(y y),  i  J
=keJN
si =  i(q)pi
p"exp(y¥y),  i e N~J
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24.  The (s8)  Model
Consider the (s8) unrestricted model specification:
(s8)  Si  =i(q){frpik yYi,  Vi.
The implied Slutsky symmetry conditions for goods i andj (i #  j)  are:
(s8-1)  _  {p  s  +  (1  +Y)sS  Y=  I  {Pis  +  (1  +  yi)sis.
pipj  pipj
This model is observationally equivalent to either the (x8) or (e8) model up to a parametric transforma-
tion. See LaFrance (1986) for the derivation of the necessary parameter restrictions.